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GEOMETRY OF 2-STEP NILPOTENT GROUPS
WITH A LEFT INVARIANT METRIC. II

PATRICK EBERLEIN

Abstract. We obtain a partial description of the totally geodesic submanifolds

of a 2-step, simply connected nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric.

We consider only the case that N is nonsingular; that is, ad £ : JY —» Z is

surjective for all elements ^6/-J, where ¿V denotes the Lie algebra of

N and Z denotes the center of Jf . Among other results we show that if H

is a totally geodesic submanifold of N with dim H > 1 + dim JZ", then H is

an open subset of gN* , where g is an element of H and N* is a totally

geodesic subgroup of N. We find simple and useful criteria that are necessary

and sufficient for a subalgebra Jf* of Jf to be the Lie algebra of a totally

geodesic subgroup N* . We define and study the properties of a Gauss map of

a totally geodesic submanifold H of N . We conclude with a characterization

of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups N of Heisenberg type in terms of the abundance

of totally geodesic submanifolds of N .

Introduction

Let N denote a simply-connected, 2-step nilpotent Lie group with a left

invariant metric (, ), and let JÍ = TeN denote the Lie algebra of N. Let

Z denote the center of JV and "y the orthogonal complement of Z in

Jf. The geometry of N is determined by the properties of the linear map

; : S -> so(T) defined by ([X ,Y],Z) = (j(Z)X, Y) for allJT, Y e T and
ZG^;see[E, Kl, 2].

In [E] we studied geodesic behavior in N and its quotient manifolds T\N,

where T is a discrete cocompact subgroup of N. In this sequel we attempt
to describe the totally geodesic submanifolds of N. We consider only the case

that JV is nonsingular; that is, the map add;: JV —» Z is surjective for all

elements £ G ¿V - Z. The simplest examples of totally geodesic submanifolds

of ./V are the open subsets of gN*, where Af* is a totally geodesic subgroup of

N and g is an arbitrary element of N. Our efforts here are directed mainly
at the converse problem:

Under what conditions is a totally geodesic submanifold 7/ of

(*)       N an open subset of gN* for some totally geodesic subgroup

N* of N and some element g of N ?
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If 7/ is a 1-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold (i.e. a geodesic), then 7/

in general does not arise as in (*), but the answer is unknown if dim H > 2

and N is nonsingular. In Corollary 5.6 we show that 7/ is an open subset of

gN* as above if dim H > 1 +■ dimZ and N is nonsingular. From this fact it

follows that N admits no totally geodesic hypersurfaces.

Corollary 5.6 is a special case of something more general that we now de-

scribe. Let y, Z also denote the left invariant distributions in N determined

by the subspaces of JV = TeN. We say that a totally geodesic submanifold 77

of N is well positioned at a point g of H if TgH = {TgH ny(g)} ® {TgH n
Z(g)}. In Theorem 5.5 we show that if N is nonsingular and 7/ is a totally

geodesic submanifold of N that is well positioned at every point of an open

subset of 7/, then 7/ is an open subset of gN*, where g is an element of 7/

and N* is a totally geodesic subgroup of N. From Lemma 2.2 it follows that

7/ is well positioned at every point if dim H > 1 + dimZ, and Corollary 5.6

now follows immediately.

If N is of Heisenberg type, a model space for the class of 2-step nilpotent

groups with a left invariant metric (see §1), then every geodesic y of TV that

begins at the identity e is contained in a 3-dimensional totally geodesic sub-

group TV*. Moreover, TV* is isometric to the standard Heisenberg group after

multiplying the metric of TV* by a suitable positive constant that depends on the

geodesic y . The second main result of this paper is the following converse of

the fact just stated: (Theorem 6.1). Let TV be a simply-connected, nonsingular,

2-step nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Assume that for every

geodesic y of TV with y(0) = e there exists a connected, 3-dimensional, totally

geodesic submanifold 7/ such that y'(0) e/= TeH and %?<r\Z ¿ {0}. Then

TV is of Heisenberg type.
In the result above the hypothesis that ß? n Z be nonzero is probably un-

necessary. If dim JIT = 1 and dim// > 2, then we show in Theorem 6.2 that

^ n J2" ̂  {0} unless %? is an abelian subspace of y. (In this case 7/ is an

open subset of the flat, totally geodesic subgroup H* = exp(Â?).)

We now describe the organization and some of the main ideas of the paper.

In §1 we provide definitions, examples and statements of some results from [E].

In §2 we discuss some applications of the Gauss submanifold equations, which

provide necessary conditions for the existence of totally geodesic submanifolds

of TV. A systematic use of the Gauss equations that exploits the special nature

of the curvature tensor of TV is one of the main tools of this paper. In §3

we obtain some useful results about totally geodesic subgroups of N and the

corresponding totally geodesic subalgebras of jV . In particular, Proposition 3.7

shows that a subalgebra %? of JV is totally geodesic if and only if one of the

following three cases arises: (1) %? is an abelian subspace of y. (2) %? is a

subspace of Z. (3) %? is a nontrivial direct sum /=(/nJ)ffi(/n T)

and j(Z) leaves invariant Jn?5' for all Z_€ M? nZ. In cases (1) and (2)

the corresponding totally geodesic subgroup 7/ = exp(%?) is flat. In case (3)

%? is nonabelian and 77 is nonflat.

In §4 we study the Gauss map of a totally geodesic submanifold 7/ of N. If

H, N have dimensions k, n respectively, then G: H —> G(k, n) is defined

by G(g) = dLg-t(TgH) for all g e H. Here G(k, n) denotes the Grassmann

manifold of A:-dimensional subspaces of ¿V = TeN. If H is an open subset of
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gN*, where N* is a totally geodesic subgroup of TV and g is an element of

N, then G: H -> G(k, «) is a constant map. The main result of §4, Theorem

4.2, is that for any connected totally geodesic submanifold H of N either G

is nonsingular at every point of H or G is constant on 77 and 7/ is an open

subset of gN* as above.

In §5 we obtain sufficient criteria for a totally geodesic submanifold 7/ that

contains the identity to be an open subset of a totally geodesic subgroup N*.

The main result is Theorem 5.5, which we stated earlier. In §6 we obtain

characterizations of groups TV of Heisenberg type that we described above.

1. Preliminaries

(1.1) Definition. A Lie algebra JV is 2-step nilpotent if [JV, JV\ is nonzero

and lies in the center of JV.

We introduce some notation that will be used throughout this paper.

(1.2) Notation. Let yT denote a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra, and let N de-

note the simply-connected, 2-step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra Jf. Let

(, ) denote an inner product on Jf, and let {JV, (,)} denote the correspond-

ing metric Lie algebra. Let {N, (, )} denote the group N equipped with the

corresponding left invariant inner product. Let Z denote the center of JV,

and let W = Z1- denote the orthogonal complement of Z in JV relative to

(, ). For each nonzero element of Z of Z we let j(Z):W ^W denote the

skew symmetric linear transformation that satisfies

([X,Y],Z) = (j(Z)X,Y)     forallX,TG^

(1.3) Definition. A 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra JV is nonsingular if adX: J^

—> Z is surjective for each X e Jf - Z. A simply-connected, 2-step nilpotent
Lie group N is nonsingular if its Lie algebra JV is nonsingular.

(1.4) Remark. Let {jV, (,)} be a nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent metric Lie

algebra. Then

(1) [Jf,jT\=Z,
(2) j(Z) : y —► W is nonsingular for any nonzero Z in Z,

(3) dim^> 1+dim^.

The first assertion follows since Z = adX(yV) ç [jV, Jf\ if X e J" - Z.
The second assertion follows routinely from the definitions. To prove (3) we

let X be any nonzero vector of y and consider the subspace % of y given

by yx = {j(Z)X: Z eZ}. The map Z -> j(Z)X is an isomorphism of Z
onto "Vx by (2). Assertion (3) now follows since X is orthogonal to % by

the skew symmetry of j(Z), Z eZ.
It is routine to prove the converse of (1.4).

(1.5) Lemma. Let {jV , (,)} be a 2-step nilpotent metric Lie algebra such that

j(Z): y —» W is nonsingular for any nonzero Z in Z. Then JV is nonsingu-

lar.

(1.6) Definition. A 2-step nilpotent metric Lie algebra {JV, (,)} is of Heisen-

berg type if there exists a positive constant X such that j(Z)2 = -X\Z\2 Id for

every Z eZ.
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(1.7) Example. The standard metric Heisenberg algebras and groups. For a

fixed integer « > 1 let {Xx ,YX, ... , Xn,Yn,Z} be a basis of a (2n + 1)-
dimensional real vector space yf. Equip JV with a Lie algebra structure de-

fined by the bracket relations

[Xj, Y¡] = -[7,, X,] = Z for 1 < i < n,

[Xi, Z] = [Y¡, Z] = 0 for 1 < i < n,

[ Y,, Yj] = [X,, Xj[= [Xt, Yj] = 0    for / # ;.

If (, ) is the inner product on JV for which {Xx, Yx, ... , X„ , Yn , Z } is

an orthonormal basis of JV, then {yf, (,)} is a 2-step nilpotent metric Lie

algebra with 1-dimensional center spanned by Z . One computes easily that

j(Z)2 = -Id. The metric Lie algebra {yf, (, )} is called the standard metric

(2n + 1)-dimensional Heisenberg algebra. The corresponding simply connected

metric Lie group {N, (,)} is called a standard metric (2n + l)-dimensional

Heisenberg group.

Conversely, let {JV, (,)} be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra of Heisenberg

type with 1-dimensional center Z . If one multiplies the inner product (, ) by

a suitable positive constant, then the resulting metric Lie algebra is isometric and

Lie algebra isomorphic to a standard metric Heisenberg algebra of dimension

2« + 1 for some positive integer n .

To verify the assertion above let X > 0 be the constant such that j(Z)2 =
-A|Z|2Id for all Z e Z. Define the inner product (, )* = X(, ) on ^ and
let | |* and j*(Z) define respectively the norm and linear transformation from

(1.2) determined by (, )*. It is routine to check that j*(Z) = j(Z) for all

ZeZ and hence j*(Z)2 = -(|Z|*)2Id for all ZeZ.
Let Z* be a vector in Z with \Z*\* = 1 . Since j*(Z*) is a nonsingular,

skew symmetric linear transformation we can decompose y into an orthogonal

direct sum y = yx © • • • © yn for some integer n > 1, where dim y = 2

and y is invariant under j*(Z*) for every i. If X* is a unit vector in y,

then Y* = j*(Z*)X* is a vector in y orthogonal to X* and \Y¡\* = 1 since

j*(Z*)2 = - Id. Hence {X*, Y*, ... , X*, Y*, Z*} is an orthonormal basis of
yf relative to (, )*. It is straightforward to check that the linear isomorphism

of JV onto the Heisenberg algebra of dimension 2« + 1 which sends X* to

Xi, Y* to Y¡ and Z* to Z is also an isometry and a Lie algebra isomorphism.

(1.8) Example. The standard 3-dimensional metric Heisenberg algebra and

group. If {yT, (, )} is a nonabelian, 3-dimensional nilpotent metric Lie algebra,

then JV has 1-dimensional center Z and 2-dimensional orthogonal comple-

ment y. It is easy to see that yf is of Heisenberg type. Hence {yf ,X(, )}

is a standard 3-dimensional metric Heisenberg algebra for some X > 0 by the

discussion in (1.7).

The 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra is Lie algebra isomorphic to the set

of real 3x3 upper triangular matrices with zeros on the diagonal, where the
matrix bracket operation is the usual one: [A, B] = AB — BA for 3x3 matrices

A, B. The natural isomorphism maps the basis X, Y, Z for JV onto those

upper triangular matrices with zero entries except for a 1 in positions 12, 23,

13 respectively. Relative to the 3x3 matrix realization of the 3-dimensional

Heisenberg algebra JV the corresponding simply-connected nilpotent group N
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is the set of real 3x3 upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal,

where the group multiplication is the usual one for 3x3 matrices.

For other examples of Lie algebras of Heisenberg type see [Kl, 2] and (1.3)

of[E].

(1.9) Exponential map. We let exp: JV —» TV denote the Lie group exponen-

tial map. It is known that exp is a diffeomorphism since TV is simply connected

and nilpotent. See for example [R, p. 6].

For 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula be-

comes

exp(X) • exp(7) = exp(X + Y + ( 1 /2)[X, Y]).

(1.10) Covariant derivative (cf. §2.1 of [E]). We may identify an element of

yf with a left invariant vector field on TV since TeN may be identified with

JV. If £i, & are left invariant vector fields on TV, then V^,^ is left invariant

also. One has the following formulas:

(a) VXY = \[X, Y] for all X, Y ey,

(b) S/XZ = -\j(Z)X for all X ey, ZeZ,
(c) VZZ* = 0 for all Z , Z* eZ.

(1.11) Curvature tensor (cf. §2.1 of [E]). If £1, £2, £3 are left invariant vector

fields on N, then /?(£,, &)& = -VKl>Í2^3 + ^(V^fc) - ^(V^fc) is also
left invariant. One computes

(a) R(X, Y)X* = \j([X, Y])X* - \j([Y, X*])X + \j([X, X*])Y for all
x, y , x* e y,

R(X,Y)X = ¡j([X,Y])X    for all X, TG 3^,

(b) R(X ,Z)Z* = -\j(Z)j(Z*)X for all Xey ,Z,Z* eZ,

(c) R(X, Z)Y = -\[X, j(Z)Y] for all X, Y ey, ZeZ,
(d) R(ZX, Z2)Z3 = 0 for all Z, , Z2, Z3 g Z.

(1.12) Curvature transformations R¡ . For each element ¿; of ¿V let 31$ be

the curvature transformation defined by Rç(n) = R(tj, £)<!;. The transformation
R¡ is symmetric for each £ G y^ by the Bianchi identities for the Riemann

curvature tensor. The next result is useful.

Lemma A. Let {JV, (,)} be a nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent metric Lie algebra.

Then
(a) // £ G y is nonzero, then y and Z are invariant subspaces for R^.

Moreover 7?¿ is negative semidefinite on y and positive definite on Z.

(b) If Ç e Z is nonzero, then y and Z are invariant subspaces for R¿ .
Moreover Rç is positive definite on y and zero on Z.

(c) Let ¡t, lie in y or Z. If n is an eigenvector of R$, then n lies in y

or Z.

Proof. Let ^ = X ey be nonzero. By ( 1.11 ) we see that

Rx(Y) = -\j([X,Y])Xey        and        (RX(Y),Y) =-\\[X,Y]\2 <0.

If Z is a nonzero element of Z then by (1.11) RX(Z) = \[X, j(Z)X] e Z

and (RX(Z), Z) = \\j(Z)X\2 > 0 since j(Z) is nonsingular. This completes
the proof of (a), and we omit the proof of (b), which is similar. Assertion (c)

follows immediately from (a) and (b).   D
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The next result gives a description of Lie algebras of Heisenberg type in terms

of curvature transformations.

Lemma B. Let {yV, (, )} be a nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent metric Lie algebra.

Then
(a) {JV,(,)} is of Heisenberg type if and only if there exists a positive con-

stant p such that the restriction of Rz to y equals p\Z\2 Id for all ZeZ.

(b) If {JV, (, )} is of Heisenberg type with j(Z)2 = -A|Z|2Id for some
positive constant X and all ZeZ, then [X, j(Z)X] = X\X\2Z for all X ey
and all Z e Z. In particular the restriction of Rx to Z equals \X\X\2 Id for
every X e y.

Proof. Assertion (a) follows from (1.11) since the restriction of Rz to y

equals -\j(Z)2 for all ZeZ. Now let {JV, (,)} be a 2-step nilpotent,
metric Lie algebra of Heisenberg type, and let X be a positive constant such

that j(Z)2 = -A|Z|2Id on y for all Z e Z. If X ey and Z eZ are
arbitrary elements, then [X, j(Z)X] = X\X\2Z by the lemma in Example 4

of (2.11) of [E]. Hence RX(Z) = \[X, j(Z)X] = \\X\2Z by (1.11), which
completes the proof of (b).   G

2. Using the Gauss equations

If X* is a totally geodesic submanifold of a Riemannian manifold X, then

the Gauss submanifold equations imply that the curvature tensor of X* is the

restriction of the curvature tensor of X to the tangent spaces of X*. In the

present case we obtain

(2.1) Lemma. Let {N, (,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-

tent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Let H be a totally geodesic subman-

ifold of TV that contains the identity, and let %? = TeH ç TeN = jV. If £x,
Ç2, £3 are arbitrary elements of %? then /?(£■ , Ç2)i3 g %?, where R is the

curvature tensor of jV .

We will use the result above frequently. We note that when studying totally

geodesic submanifolds of TV it suffices to consider those that contain the iden-

tity since the left translations by elements of N form a transitive subgroup of

isometries of N.

We give a useful application of the result above.

(2.2) Lemma. Let H be a totally geodesic submanifold of N that contains the

identity e, and let %?=TeHCsV. ///nf/0 or JnJ^O, then
(a) / = (Jn7)e(/nJ) (orthogonal direct sum),

(b) Â7ny is invariant under j(Z)2 for every Z e %?nZ,

(c) [X,j(Z)Y]e^f)Z for any elements X, Y e ¿Tny and Z eJTnZ,
(d) If j(Z) leaves invariant M? ny for some nonzero element Z ofßfnZ,

then %? is a totally geodesic subalgebra of jV . (See (3.2) below.)

Proof, (a) Let £, be a nonzero element of Â?r\y or X C\Z and consider the

curvature transformation Rç given by Rç(Ç*) = R(Ç*, Ç)Ç. By (2.1) Rç leaves

X invariant and by (a), (b) of Lemma A in (1.12) R( leaves both ¿fny and

Zni" invariant. Since /?«* is symmetric there exists an orthonormal basis of

%? that consists of eigenvalues of R^. By (c) of (1.12) each eigenvector of R^

in X must lie in ¿F n y or X n Z. This proves (a).
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(b) If Z is any element of JnJ, then j(Z)2 is the restriction of -4RZ

to y by (1.11). The assertion follows since 7?z leaves Mf n y invariant by

(b) of (1.12) and (2.1).
(c) If X, Y e Mf n y and Z G & n 5* are given arbitrarily, then by ( 1.11 )

and (2.1) MT contains -47?(X, Z)T = [X, j(Z)Y].
(d) We may assume that MfV\y ^ {0} for otherwise ^ is a totally geodesic

subalgebra of Z by (a) and (1.10) (see (3.2) below for the definition of a totally

geodesic subalgebra). Given elements X, Y of Mf n y let Y* = j(Z)~lY G

Jnf. Then [X, 7] = [X, j(Z)Y*\ eJnJby (c), and from (a) it follows
that \MT, Mf\ = \MT n ^, ¿F n 3^] C ¿F. Hence ¿F is a subalgebra.

Let elements I'G/nf and Z'e/nl be given. To prove that Mf is
totally geodesic it suffices by (3.7) below to prove that j(Z*)X* e Mf. If X' =
j(Z)'xX* e M*r\y, then by (1.11) and (2.1) M* contains -4R(X', Z*)Z =

;(Z*);(Z)X' = j(Z*)X*.   □

3. Totally geodesic subalgebras and subgroups

Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent Lie group

with a left invariant metric. Let yV denote the Lie algebra of TV.

(3.1 ) Definition. A totally geodesic subgroup of TV is a connected Lie subgroup

N* such that TV* is totally geodesic as a Riemannian submanifold of N.

(3.2) Definition. A subalgebra yV* of yV is totally geodesic if V^2 G y^*
whenever £x, !;2eyV*.

(3.3) Definition. A subalgebra yV* of yV is flat if the corresponding Lie sub-

group N* = e\p(yV*) is flat as a Riemannian submanifold of N.

It is routine to check that a connected Lie subgroup N* is totally geodesic
if and only if its Lie algebra yV * is totally geodesic. If N* is a totally geodesic

subgroup with Lie algebra yV* = TeN*, then TV* is closed as a subset of

N and hence complete as a Riemannian manifold since N* = exp(yV*) and

exp: yV -> TV is a diffeomorphism.

(3.4) Examples. (1) Let Z be a vector subspace of .if. Then Mf is an
abelian, flat, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV by (1.10) and (1.11). The group
7/ = exp(^) is an abelian, flat, totally geodesic subgroup of TV.

(2) Let Mf be an abelian subspace of y ; that is, [X, Y] = 0 for all X,
Y e Mf. Then Mf is an abelian, flat, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV by
(1.10) and (1.11). The group 7/ = exp(H) is an abelian, flat, totally geodesic
subgroup of TV.

If dimy > 2 + dim JIT, then every nonzero element X of y lies in an

abelian subspace of y of dimension at least 2 since ad X : y —> Z is sur-

jective; recall that dimy > 1 + dimZ by (3) of (1.4). More generally, if
dimy > 1 + r + r dim .ST for some integer r > 2, then every nonzero element

X of y lies in an abelian subspace of y of dimension r+ 1. See (2.11) of

[E] for details.
We shall see below in (3.6) that the examples (1) and (2) above are the only

examples of flat, totally geodesic subalgebras of yV.

(3) Let {yV, (,)} be a 2-step, nilpotent metric Lie algebra of Heisenberg
type.   If X e y and  ZeZ  are arbitrary nonzero vectors, then Mf =
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span{Ar, Z, j(Z)X} is a 3-dimensional totally geodesic subalgebra of yV. If

the metric (, ) on Mf is multiplied by a suitable positive constant X, then

the subgroup 7/ = exp(^) is isometric to the standard metric 3-dimensional

Heisenberg group. See (1.7) above and (2.11) of [E] for further details.

Next we consider some necessary and sufficient criteria for a subalgebra Mf

of yV to be totally geodesic.

(3.5) Proposition. Lei {N,(,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step
nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Let Mf be a totally geodesic

subalgebra of yV. Then exactly one of the following occurs:
( 1 ) Mf is an abelian subspace of y and Mf is flat.

(2) Mf is a subspace of Z and Mf is flat.
(3) (a) M" is the direct sum of the nonzero subspaces M*ny and Mf V\Z,

(b) Mf V\y is invariant under j(Z) for every Z eMf V\Z.

Remark. Compare (3) above with Lemma (2.2).

(3.6) Corollary. // Mf is an abelian, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, then

either Mf eZ or Mf is an abelian subspace of y.

For the moment we assume the result of (3.5) and prove the corollary. It

suffices to show that if Mf satisfies case (3) of (3.5), then Mf is nonabelian. Let

Mf be a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV that satisfies case (3) of (3.5), and let

X eMfvfy and Z e Mf<T\Z be arbitrary nonzero elements. By (b) of (3.5) Mf
contains j(Z)X and hence Mf contains [X, j(Z)X] since Mf is a subalgebra.

However, [X, j(Z)X] is nonzero since ([X, j(Z)X], Z) = \j(Z)X\2 > 0, and
this shows that Mf is nonabelian.    □

We now prove (3.5). Let Mf be a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV , and let

f be an element of Mf. Write £ = X + Z , where X e y and Z e Z. By
(3.2) Mf contains V^ = -j(Z)X, and hence M* also contains [¿;, j(Z)X] =
[X, j(Z)X]. We consider separately two cases: (1) [X, j(Z)X] ^ 0 for some

element Ç = X + ZeM*. (2) [X, j(Z)X] = 0 for every element í = X + Z e
Mf.

If case (1) occurs, then Mf is nonabelian and/nJ/ {0}. By (2.2)
SIT = Mf \-\y ® Mf r\ Z, and MfV\y ¿ {0} since M" is nonabelian. If
X eMfr\y and Z eM'nZ are arbitrary vectors, then by (3.2) Mf contains

V*Z = -jj(Z)X. Hence case (3) of (3.5) occurs.

Suppose now that [X, j(Z)X] = 0 for every element £ = X + Z e Mf.

Then 0 = ([X, j(Z)X],Z) = \j(Z)X\2 for every element f = X + Z e M".
We conclude that either X = 0 or Z = 0 for every element Ç = X + Z e M"

since j(Z) is nonsingular if Z ^ 0 by (1.4). It follows that either Mf ç y
or Mf ç Z since Mf cannot be the set union of the subspaces y and Z if

both subspaces are nonzero. If Mf ç Z then Mf is clearly abelian and flat by

(1.11). If M* ey then [/,/]c/nJ-{0} since X is a subalgebra,
and hence Mf is abelian in this case also. By (1.11) Mf is flat.   D

We now derive a converse of (3.5).

(3.7) Proposition. Let M* be a subalgebra ofyV that satisfies one of the three

conditions of (3.5). Then Mf is totally geodesic.

Proof. If Mf is an abelian subalgebra of y or Z then Mf is totally geodesic

by (1.10).   Suppose now that Mf satisfies case (3) of (3.5).   Let <*i, t,2 be
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arbitrary elements of M" and write <¡f, = X¡ + Z,, where X¡ G y and Z, G Z

for i = 1, 2 . By 3(a) of (3.5) we see that X,e M" n y and Z,-g Mf n 5* for
i = 1, 2. By 3(b), (1.10) and the fact that Mf is a subalgebra of yT we see that

Mf contains \[XX, X2] - \j(Z2)Xx - \j(Zx)X2 = V{li2 • Hence Mf is totally

geodesic.   D

The next result will be useful later.

(3.8) Corollary. Let X, Z be nonzero elements of y, Z respectively such

that
(a) [X, j(Z)X] = XZ for some XeR,
(b) j(Z)2X = pX for some peR.

Then Mf = span{X, j(Z)X, Z} is a nonabelian totally geodesic subalgebra of

yV.

Proof. The vector subspace Mf is a subalgebra by (a). From (b) we see that

Mff\y = span{X, j(Z)X} is invariant under j(Z). Since Z spans Mfv\Z it
follows from (3.7) that Mf is totally geodesic. The subalgebra Mf is nonabelian

by (a) since A|Z|2 = ([X, j(Z)X],Z) = \j(Z)X\2 > 0, which implies that
A>0.   D

We conclude this section with some elementary results that will be useful

later.

(3.9) Lemma. Let X be a Riemannian manifold, and let Hx, H2 be totally

geodesic submanifolds that contain a point x*. Let V = TX.HX n Tx-H2 and

suppose that dim V = k > I. Then there exists a positive number e such that

Be(x*) n Hx n H2 contains an arc connected, k-dimensional, totally geodesic

submanifold Ht of X, where BE(x*) denotes the open metric ball in X of

center x* and radius e. Moreover, TxHe = TXHX n TXH2 for all x e He.

(3.10) Corollary. Let X be a Riemannian manifold and let Hx, H2 be totally
geodesic submanifolds that contain a point x*. Let Hx, H2 be connected and

let H2 be closed as a subset of X. If TX.HX c TX*H2, then Hx ç H2. If
Tx-Hx = TX.H2, then Hx is an open subset of H2.

Before proving these two results we apply them to get the following useful

fact.

(3.11) Proposition. Let {N, (,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Let H be a totally geodesic

submanifold of TV that contains the identity e, and let Mf — TeH. Then the

following are equivalent:

( 1 ) Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV,

(2) 7/ = exp(Mf) is a totally geodesic subgroup and 77 is an open subset of

77.

We prove (3.11). Clearly (2) implies (1). If (1) holds, then 77 = exp(¿F) is

a totally geodesic subgroup, and 7/ is an open subset of 7/ by (3.10).   D

We assume for the moment that (3.9) has been proved, and we prove (3.10).

Let A = {x e Hx : x e Hx n H2 and TXHX C TXH2}. Clearly A is a closed
subset of Hx since H2 is a closed subset of X . Moreover, A is nonempty since

it contains x* by hypothesis. By (3.9) A is open in Hx , and hence Hx ç 7/2.
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If TX.HX = TX*H2 it follows that Hx is an open subset of H2 since Hx , H2

have the same dimension.   □

We now prove (3.9). For a small positive number e let B£(0) = {v e

TX.X: \v\ < e} and Be(x*) = {xeN: d(x, x*) < e}. Let V£ = B£(0)nTx.Hxn
TX.H2 and He = Expx.(V£) ç BE(x*) r\Hxf)H2, where Expx. : TX.X -* X

denotes the Riemannian exponential map of X. Clearly 7/e is an arc con-

nected submanifold of dimension k — dim V . If e is sufficiently small and

O, = Expx.(B£(0) n Tx.Hi), then 0, is an open subset of 7/, for i — 1,2,
Oi n Ch = H£ and TXH£ = TXHX n TXH2 for all x G H£. Given x e He and

v e TXH£ = TXHX n TXH2 it follows that Expx(tv) e H£ = Ox n 0> for small

í since //i, 7/2 are totally geodesic, and Ox, 02 are open in Hx, H2. We

conclude that H£ is totally geodesic,   a

4. Gauss map of a totally geodesic submanifold

Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent Lie group

of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let 7/ be a totally geodesic

submanifold of TV, not necessarily complete, of dimension k > 2 . Let G(k, n)

denote the Grassmann manifold of fc-dimensional subspaces of yV = TeN.

We define a Gauss map G: H —» G(k, n) by G(g) = dLg-¡(TgH) = TeHg ,
where Hg = Lg-\(H), a totally geodesic submanifold of dimension k that con-

tains the identity.

If 7/ is an open subset of Lg(H) for some g e H, where 7/ is a totally
geodesic subgroup of TV, then it is easy to see from the definition that the Gauss

map is constant on 7/. The main result of this section, Theorem (4.2), is that

if G: H —> G(k, n) fails to have maximal rank at some point g of 77, then

7/ is an open subset of Lg(H), where 77 is a totally geodesic subgroup of TV.
It follows that either G has maximal rank at every point g of 7/ or G is

constant on 7/.

We use (4.2) to obtain in (4.3) some necessary and sufficient conditions for

Mf = TeH to be a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, where 7/ is a totally

geodesic submanifold of TV that contains the identity.

We begin by considering totally geodesic submanifolds 7/ that contain the

identity.

(4.1) Proposition. Let {N,(,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let H

be a totally geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2 that contains the

identity, and let Mf - TeH ç yV. let G: H —► G(k, n) denote the Gauss map
of H. Then dG(^*) = 0 for Ç* eM" if and only if ^^eMf for every element
ZeMf.

We shall need the following:

Lemma. Let Ç, £* be nonzero elements of Mf, and let y(t) be the geodesic of

TV such that y(0) = e and y'(0) = £,*. Let Pt: TeN -> Ty^N denote parallel
translation along y. Let Ç(t) = dLy(ty\(Pl£,) for every t, and let M¡= G(yt) =

dLyW-i(Ty(,)H). Then

(a) Z(t) eM¡ for every t,
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(b) Ç(t) = Ç - t(V(,c¡) + 0(t2) for every t, where 0(t2) denotes a vector in

yV such that \0(t2)\ < M\t\2 for some M > 0 and all small t.

Proof of the lemma. We note that y(-e, e) ç 7/ for a small positive number e

since 7/ is totally geodesic. In particular Mft makes sense for |/| < e .

In the discussion below we sometimes identify an element £ of yV = TeN

with the unique left invariant vector field on TV determined by £,.

Let V, W be C°° vector fields in TV such that V(e) = v / 0. Let y(t) be
the geodesic in TV with y(0) = e, y'(0) = v , and let Pt: TeN -> Ty^N denote
parallel translation along y . A straightforward power series expansion shows

(1) W(yt) = Pt{W(e) + t(VvW)(e) + 0(t2)}.

Let Ç, £,* be nonzero left invariant vector fields on TV suchthat £,(e) and £*(e)

lie in Mf = TeH. If y(f) is the geodesic in TV with y(0) = e, y'(0) = Ç*, then
by applying (1) to the vector fields V = ¿;* and W = Ç, V^.^ we obtain

(2) Pic:(e) = i(yt)-t(Vi.Q(yt) + 0(t2).

Since 7/ is totally geodesic in TV and y'(0) e TeH it follows that y(t) e H

and PtÇ(e) e Ty^H for |/| < e, where e is small. From (2) we conclude that

for |r| <e the vector space Mf- = dLy^-i(Ty^H) contains

í(í) = dLw-iiP&e)) = m - t(Vt.Ç)(e) + 0(t2).   D

We prove Proposition (4.1). Let £,* be an arbitrary nonzero element of

Mf = TeH, and let y: (-e, e) -> 7/ be the unique geodesic of TV and 7/ such

that y(0) = e and y'(0) = c;*. If G: H -> G(k, n) is the Gauss map of H,
then dG(Z*) = (G o y)'(0), where G(yt) = Mf- in the notation of the lemma

above.

If e is sufficiently small, then there exists a uniquely determined C°° curve

q>:(-e,e)-> Womißf, M1^) such that Mft is the graph of tp(t) for |/| < e ; that

is, Mf, = {Ç + y>(t)£, : £, e Mf} . Here M^1- denotes the orthogonal complement of

Mf = TeH in yV = TeN. Let £ be an arbitrary element of ¿F = TeH, and let
Ç(t) = dLy^-i(P,^) in the notation of the lemma above. Then Ç(t) e Mf- for

all t by (a) of that result and we obtain

(*) Ç(i) = ?(í) + <p(t)ï(t)     for some C°° curved (-z,¿)^Mf.

Now <p(0) = 0 e Hom(M', Mf*-) since M^ = Mf, and <p'(0) = 0 G Ylom(Mf, M"L)
if and only if the curve t —> Mft - G(yi) in G(k, n) has zero velocity at

t = 0. If dG(?) = 0, then tp'(0) = 0, and from (*) we conclude that

í'(0) = i'(0) G Mf. On the other hand f'(0) = -V{.<S by (b) of the lemma
above. Therefore %f contains V{.i for all { G Mf if dG(Ç*) = 0.

Conversely, if Mf contains V,*.£ for all £ G Mf, then <f(0) = -Vi.<J lies in
Mf for all £, e Mf by (b) of the lemma above. It follows from (*) above that

Mf contains cp'(0)£, = {'(0) - J'(0) for all c^eMf since £(0) = £ and <p(0) = 0.
Since tp'(0) e Hom(X, ¿F^) we conclude that ç»'(0)i É/n/^jO} for
all Ce Mf. Hence tp'(0) = 0 and d(7(f*) = 0.   D

We now prove the main result of this section.

(4.2) Theorem. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-
tent Lie group of dimension n>3 with a left invariant metric. Let H be a totally
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geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2. Assume that the Gauss map

0:7/-» G(k, n) fails to have maximal rank at some point g of H. Then the

Gauss map is constant on H, and H is an open subset of Lg(H), where H is

a totally geodesic subgroup of TV.

We first reduce to the case that 7/ contains the identity e and G: H ->

G(k, n) fails to have maximal rank at e . By hypothesis G fails to have max-

imal rank at some point g of 77. If we define H* = Lg-¡(H), then 77*
is a k-dimensional, totally geodesic submanifold of TV that contains e. If

G* : H* -> G(k, n) is the Gauss map of 77*, then it is routine to check that

G*(g*) = G(gg*) for all g* e H*. Hence G* fails to have maximal rank at

e. If (4.2) holds in the case that g = e, then 77* is an open subset of a totally

geodesic subgroup 7/ of TV. It follows that H = Lg(H*) is an open subset of

Lg(H).
We assume that 7/ contains e and that the Gauss map G: H —> G(k, n)

fails to have maximal rank at e . It suffices to prove that Mf = TeH is a totally

geodesic subalgebra of yV. It will then follow from (3.11) that H is an open

subset of a totally geodesic subgroup 7/ of TV.

From (4.1 ) we obtain

(1) There exists a nonzero vector £* of Mf such that V,j.¿; G Mf for every

vector (,eMf.
Now write £* = Xo + Z0, where ¿;* is the vector of (1), Xo e y and

Zo G Z. If X0 and Z0 are both nonzero, then Mf V\y contains the nonzero

vector V{.f* = -j(Z0)X0 by (1). If X0 or Z0 is zero, then MT\Z or /nf
is nonzero. Hence in all cases (2.2) yields

(2) J = (/n^)©(JnJ) (orthogonal direct sum).

We consider separately the following cases: (1) Zo ^ 0 and (2) Zo — 0

and ¿;* = X0 G Mf n y. We begin with case (1). We may assume that in (2)

above Mf n y ¿ {0} for otherwise Mf ç Z and Mf is an abelian, totally

geodesic subalgebra of yV by (1.10) or (3.7). Note that X0 G ¿F n y and
Oi-ZoeM* V\Z by (2). By (d) of (2.2) it suffices to prove that j(Z0) leaves
Mf n y invariant. To verify this let X* e Mf n y be given arbitrarily. From
( 1 ) we know that Mf contains

V(.X* = VXoX* + VZoX* = {[X0, X*] - \j(Zo)X*.

By (2) Mf contains they and Z components of V^.X*, and in particular

Mf contains j(Z0)X*.

We now consider case (2), where £* = X0 G Mf n y and £,* is the vector

of (1) above. In the discussion that follows we do not assume that Mf f)Z is

nonzero in the direct sum decomposition of (2) above. However, if Mf ç y

then some of the assertions below are vacuously true. We proceed in several

steps.

Step 1. Let y* = {XeMfr\y-. Vxcl e Mf for all £ e Mf}. Then y* is a
nonzero subspace of Mf \~\y that is invariant under j(Z) for all Z e MfnZ.

Clearly y* is a subspace of Mf n y and y* is nonempty since it contains

£,* = X0. If O^X ey* and Z eMf<T\Z are given arbitrarily, then 7n7
contains -2V^Z = j(Z)X by the definition of y*. We must show that

Vj<z)xZ € ¿F for all <* G ¿F to conclude that j(Z)X e y*. If Y e Mf n
^ is arbitrary, then by (1.10), (1.11) and (2.1) X contains 2R(Y, Z)X =
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\[j(Z)X, Y] = VJ{Z)XY. If Z* G M"nZ is arbitrary, then Mf contains

2R(X,Z*)Z = -\j(Z*)j(Z)X = VJ[Z)XZ*. Hence VÂZ)xï 6 Mf for all
¿; G Mf by (2), and the proof of Step 1 is complete.

Step 2. If y** denotes the orthogonal complement in M*r\y of y*, then

[y*, y**\ = {0}.
LetX* = y* and X** e y** be given, and let Z = [X*, X**]. Note that

Z = 2VX.X** lies in M"nZ since X* G ̂ *. Hence |Z|2 = ([X*, X**],Z) =
(j(Z)X* ,X**) = 0 since j(Z)X* e y* by Step 1.

Step 3. M" n y is invariant under j(Z) for all Ze/ni*.

Since ¿F n y = y* © y** it suffices by Step 1 to show that j(Z)y** ç
M*ny for all ZeM^nZ. Let ZeJnJ and r* g ^** be given. Fix
a nonzero element X of 2/"*. From Lemma A of (1.12) and (2.1) we see that

Rx:Mff)Z ^Mff)Z is an isomorphism. By (1.11) RX(Z*) = \[X, j(Z*)X]

for all Z* g Mf n Z. We conclude

(*) There exists Z* G Mf nZ such that [X, j(Z*)X] = Z .

By Step 1, y* contains j(Z*)X and hence by (1.11), (2.1), Step 2 and (*)
we see that Mf'\~\y contains

2R(X, j(Z*)X)X** = j([X, j(Z*)X])X** - \j([j(Z*)X, X**])X

+ \j([X,X**])j(Z*)X = j(Z)X**.

Step 4 (conclusion of case (2)). We consider separately the cases (I) Mf C\Z ^

{0} and (2) Mf ey (cf. (2) above). If (1) holds, then Mf is a totally geodesic
subalgebra by Step 3 and (d) of (2.2). We assume that Mf ey. To show that

Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV it suffices by (3.7) to show that Mf

is an abelian subspace of y. We suppose that Mf is not abelian and obtain

a contradiction. Let Yx , Y2 be elements of Mf such that Z = [Yx, Y2] ̂  0,

and let X be any nonzero element of y* ç Mf n y. We observe first that

[X, Yx\ = [X, y2] = 0; since * G ̂ "* it follows that {0} = Mff\Z contains

VxYj = \[X, Y¡] for i=l,2. Next, Mf contains

2R(YX, Y2)X = j([Yx, Y2])X - l-j([Y2 , X])YX + X-j([Yx, X])Y2 = j(Z)X.

Therefore since X ey* we conclude that {0} = MfrZ contains 2Vxj(Z)X =

[X, j(Z)X]. However, [X, j(Z)X] cannot be zero since both X and Z are

nonzero, which implies that ([X, j(Z)X], Z) = \j(Z)X\2 > 0. This contradic-
tion shows that Mf is abelian if Mf Q. y and completes the proof of (4.2).   D

(4.3)   Corollary. Let {N, (,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nil-

potent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let H be a

totally geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2 that contains the identity

e. Let Mf denote TeH. Then the following are equivalent:

( 1 ) Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV.
(2) 7/ is an open subset of a totally geodesic subgroup H.

(3) Mf satisfies one of the following:
(a) Mf is an abelian subspace of y.
(b) Mf is a subspace of Z.
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(c) The subspaces Mf ny and Mf' nZ are both nonzero and M1' ny is

invariant under j(Z) for some nonzero element Z of AT nZ.

(d) The subspaces ^Fn^"" and MfnZ are both nonzero and adX(Mfny)

= Mf nZ for some nonzero element X of %"ny.

(4) The Gauss map G: H —> G(k, n) fails to have maximal rank at some

point g of H.

Proof. The properties (1) and (2) are equivalent by (3.11). The assertion

(1) =>■ (3) is contained in the statement of (3.5). The assertion (4) =>■ (1) is a

special case of (4.2), and (2) => (4) is obvious. It remains to prove (3) => (1). If

(3a) or (3b) holds, then (1) holds by (3.7). If (3c) holds, then (1) holds by (d)
of (2.2).

Assume now that (3d) holds. To show that ( 1 ) holds it suffices to show that (4)

holds. Let X be a nonzero element of Mfny such that adX(^n^) = MfnZ.

We show first that j(Z)XeMfny for all Zê/îiJ. Let ZeM"nZ be
given and choose Y e Mf ny such that [X, Y] = adX(Y) = Z. Then Mf

contains \R(X, Y)X = j([X, Y])X = j(Z)X.
By (4.1) it suffices to show that VXÇ G M" for any element Ç e Mf, for then

dG(X) = 0 and G: H —> G(k, n) does not have maximal rank at e . We note

that Mf = Mfny®MfnZ by (2.2) and the hypothesis of (3d). Let { be any
element of ¿F and write £ = X* + Z*, where X* e M* ny and Z* e MfnZ.

Now Vxt = \[X, X*]-\j(Z*)X = \adX(X*)-\j(Z*)X. The first term lies
in Mf since adH(Mf n y) = M" n Z while the second term lies in Mf by the
previous paragraph. This completes the proof of (3d) => (4).   □

5. When totally geodesic submanifolds are subgroups

In this section we look for conditions under which a totally geodesic sub-

manifold H, not necessarily complete, must be an open subset of Lg(H*),

where g is a point of 7/ and 77* is a totally geodesic subgroup of TV. If

dim H > dim Z , where Z is the center of TV, then this is always the case as

we shall see below in (5.6). However, if 7/ has small dimension then one does

not always have such a nice outcome. For example, if 7/ = y is a geodesic of

TV with y(0) = e and y'(0) = £ G yV = TeN, then the 1-parameter subgroup

{exp(i£)} is a geodesic of TV if and only if £ lies in y or Z . See (2.11) of

[E]. One may restate this fact by saying that for a 1-dimensional subspace Mf of

yV , the manifold 77 = exp(Mf) is a geodesic of TV if and only if Mf is a totally
geodesic subalgebra (see (5.1) for a generalization). To verify this restatement

one notes that if X e y and ZeZ are nonzero elements and if £ = X + Z ,

then V^ = -j(Z)X is not collinear with Ç. Hence a 1-dimensional subspace
Mf of yV is a totally geodesic subalgebra if and only if Mf e y or Mf ç Z.

As usual it suffices to consider totally geodesic submanifolds 7/ of TV that

contain the identity. In this case one has better control if Mf = TeH intersects

either y or Z nontrivially (see (5.3)). Indeed if TV is of Heisenberg type,

then Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra if either Mf ny ^ {0} or Mf nZ ^
{0} (see (5.14)). Note that Mf n y ± {0} if dim/7 > dimZ. However, if
dim 7/ < dim Z , then we can say virtually nothing about H with our present

methods, which consist of a systematic use of the Gauss equations (§2) and the

Gauss map (§4).

We begin with a generalization of the remarks above about geodesies that are

also 1-parameter subgroups.
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(5.1) Proposition. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let yV

denote the Lie algebra of TV, and let Mf be a vector subspace of yV. Then

H = exp(Mf) is a totally geodesic submanifold of TV if and only if Mf is a
totally geodesic subalgebra of yV.

Proof. Clearly if Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV , then 7/ = exp(Mf)

is a totally geodesic subgroup of TV. We suppose now that 7/ = exp(Mf) is

a totally geodesic submanifold of TV, and prove that Mf is a totally geodesic

subalgebra.
We shall need to review some facts about geodesies of TV that start at the

identity. Let £o = X0 + Z0 be an arbitrary element of yV, where X0 e y and

Zo eZ, and let y(t) be the geodesic of TV such that y(0) = e and y'(0) = £o .

We write y(t) = exp(X(i) + Z(t)), where X(t) e y and Z(t) e Z for every

t. By Proposition (3.1) of [E] the functions X(t), Z(t) satisfy the equations

X"(t) = j(Zo)X'(t);    X(0) = 0, X'(0) = X0,

Z'(t)+l-[X'(t),X(t)] = Z0;    Z(0) = 0, Z'(0) = Z0.

Explicit formulae for X(t) and Z(t) are given in Proposition (3.5) of [E]. From

these formulae it is easy to deduce the following facts:

(2) \X(t)\ is uniformly bounded above for all i€l.
(3) Z(t) = tZ* + B(t), where

(a) \B(t)\ is uniformly bounded above for all t e R,

(b) Z0* = Zo + Zq, where Z¿ is an element of Z such that (Z¿, Z0) =

il*>i2.
We note that 7/ = exp(M") is a closed subset of TV since exp: TV -> yV is a

diffeomorphism. Hence 77 is complete in the induced Riemannian metric. In

particular if y is a geodesic of TV with y(0) = e and y'(0) e Mf = TeH, then

y(R) ç 7/ since 7/ is totally geodesic.

We consider separately the cases (1) Mf is not contained in y and (2) Mf

is contained in y. We begin with case ( 1 ) and choose any vector 4^

such that £o = X0 + Z0, where X0 G y, Z0 e Z and Z0 # 0. Let y

be the geodesic of TV (and H) such that y(0) = e and y'(0) = £0. If we
write y(t) = exp(X(t) + Z(t)) as above, then Mf contains X(t) + Z(t) for

all t since y(R) ç 7/ = exp(^). From (1) we conclude that Mf contains

X"(t) + Z"(t) = j(Z0)X'(t)-Xj[X"(t),X(t)] for all t, and in particular M*ny
contains j(Z0)X0 = X"(0) + Z"(0). If X0 # 0, then 7(Z0)X0 # 0 while if
X0 = 0, then Ç0 = Z0eMfnZ . In either case J = (Jn7)e(/nJ) by
(2.2) and this implies that X0eM"ny and Z0 G ¿F n Z. We have proved

(4) If Mf is not contained in y, then Mf = (M'ny)@(M'nZ) and Mfny
is invariant under j(Z0) for all Z0 G Mf n ^.

By (4) and (d) of (2.2) it follows that M* is a totally geodesic subalgebra of
yV.

We now consider case (2), where Mf ey. It suffices by (3.7) to prove that

Mf is an abelian subspace of y . We proceed by contradiction and assume that

there exist elements \, X0 in Mf e y such that Zo-\[Xo,^]^0. Let

M\ = dLç.^_^(TtliV(^H) — TeHç ,
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where H( = Lexp(_í)(7/). It follows immediately from (1.3) of [E] that

(5) M'={A + ±[A,Z]:AeM'y

If we define £o = X0 + Z0, then <^0 G M% = TeH^ by (5). The submanifold
H¡ is complete and totally geodesic since 77 = Lexpg)(Ht) has this property.

Hence if y(t) is the unique geodesic in TV with y(0) = e and y'(0) = £0,

then y(R) CM¡. If we write y(t) = exp(X(t) + Z(t)), where X(t) e y and
Z(t) e Z for all t, then exp(Mf) = H = Lexp(í)(7/Í) contains

exp(í) - y(t) = exp(¿ + X(t) + Z(t) + ifê, *(f)])

(cf. (1.9)). Hence { + X(t) + Z(t) + \[£,X(t)] e Mf ey for all t, and we

conclude that Z(t) + \[£, X(t)] = 0. Hence \Z(t)\ = ±|[£, X(t)]\ is uniformly

bounded above in t by (2), and by (3) the vector Z¿* that appears in (3) must

be zero. However (Zq* , Zo) = ^l-^ol2 + |Zo|2 by (3b), and we conclude that

Z0 = 0, which contradicts the choice of Z0 . Therefore if Mf ç y, then Mf is
abelian. This completes the proof of (5.1).   □

For future reference we collect some notation that has already appeared and

introduce some new notation.

(5.2) Notation. Let 7/ denote a connected, totally geodesic submanifold of

TV of dimension k > 2. If H contains the identity e, then Mf denotes TeH.

For an element g of 7/ we let Mg denote G(g) = dLg-¡(TgH) = TeHg,
where 0: 7/ -> G(k, n) denotes the Gauss map of 7/ and Hg = Lg-\ (H).

Well positioned totally geodesic submanifolds.

(5.3) Definition. Let {TV,(,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let

7/ be a connected, totally geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2.

We say that 7/ is well positioned at a point g of 7/ if either Mfg n y # {0}
or MfgnZ ¿{0}.

(5.4) Remarks, (a) If we let y, Z also denote the left invariant distributions

in TN determined by the subspaces y, Z of yV = TeN, then it is clear

that 7/ is well positioned at g if and only if either TgH n y(g) ± {0} or

TgHnZ(g)¿{0}.
(b) If 7/ is well positioned at g in 7/, then by (2.2) we have Mfg = (Mfg n

y)®(MfgnZ) or equivalently TgH = {TgH ny (g)} ® {TgH n Z (g)} . If 7/
is well positioned at g in 7/, then the totally geodesic submanifold L„(H) is

well positioned at «g for every element « of TV.

(5.5) Theorem. Lei {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-

tent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let H be a

connected, totally geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2, and assume
that H is well positioned at every point of an open subset O.Ifg is any point

of O, then Mf = G(g) is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, and H is an open

subset of Lg(H), where H = exp(Mf) is a totally geodesic subgroup of TV.

Before beginning the proof we discuss three useful consequences.
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(5.6) Corollary. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nil-

potent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let H be

a connected, totally geodesic submanifold of TV that contains e and satisfies

dim H > dimZ, where Z denotes the center of TV. Then Mf = TeH is a

totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, and H is an open subset of the totally geodesic

subgroup H = exp(^).

Proof of '(5.6). Since dim Mfg = dim X > dim JIT for every g of 7/ it follows
that Mg ny ^ {0} for every g of 7/. Hence 7/ is well positioned at every

point, and the result follows from (5.5).   D

(5.7) Corollary. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, 2-step nilpotent Lie group

with l-dimensional center and with a left invariant metric.

( 1 ) Let H be a connected, totally geodesic submanifold of TV with dimension

> 2 that contains e. Then Mf = TeH is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV,

and H is an open subset of the totally geodesic subgroup H = exp(Mf).

(2) Let Z be a nonzero vector of Z. Then there is a one-one correspondence

between nonabelian totally geodesic subalgebras of yV and nonzero subspaces of

y that are invariant under j(Z). In particular every totally geodesic submani-

fold H of TV that is not flat must have odd dimension.

Proof of (5.1). Assertion (1) of (5.7) will follow immediately from (5.6) once

we show that TV is nonsingular. If ad£: yV —> TV is not surjective for some

Ç eyV, then ad^ = 0 and £ eZ since Z is l-dimensional. Therefore TV is

nonsingular.

We prove (2). If Mf is a nonabelian, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, then

dim^F > 2 and Mfny + {0} since dim^ = 1. Hence J = (/nf)e
(MfnZ) by (2.2), and Jnl' ^ {0} by (3.5). If Z spans Z = Mf n Z, then
j(Z) leaves invariant W = M' ny by (3.5). Conversely, if W is a nonzero

subspace of y invariant under j(Z), then Mf = W © Z is a subalgebra of

yV that is totally geodesic by (3.7) and nonabelian by (3.6).
If 7/ is a totally geodesic submanifold of TV that contains e and is not flat,

then M' = TeH is a totally geodesic subalgebra by ( 1 ) above. Moreover, Mf is
not abelian by (3.6) and (1.11) since 7/ is not flat. The discussion above shows

that j(Z) leaves invariant Mf n y, and hence Mf n y has even dimension

since j(Z) is skew symmetric and nonsingular. Therefore Mf and 7/ have

odd dimension.   D

(5.8) Corollary. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nil-

potent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Then TV admits no totally geodesic

hypersurface 77.

Proof of (5.8). We argue by contradiction and assume that TV does admit a

totally geodesic hypersurface 7/. As usual it suffices to consider the case that

7/ contains the identity. Let n, v, z be the dimensions of yV, y, Z

respectively. By (3) of (1.4) we have n = v + z>2z+l, and hence dim H =

n-l >2z>z = dim Z . By (5.6) it follows that Mf = TeH is a totally geodesic
subalgebra of yV . In particular J = (Jn^)®(/n5') by (3.5).

Since Mf is a hyperplane in yV either (a) Mf'ny = y and Jnl has

codimension 1 in Z or (b) M*nZ = Z and Mfny has codimension liny.

Case (a) cannot occur since it would follow that Z = [yV, yV] = [y ,y] =

[Mf ny, Mf n y\ e Z. Assume that case (b) occurs and let Z be a nonzero
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element of Z ç Mf. Then ^ n y is invariant under j(Z) by (3.5), and

it follows that the l-dimensional orthogonal complement of Mf n y in y is

also invariant under j(Z) since y'(Z) is skew symmetric. This is impossible
since j(Z) is also nonsingular and therefore has no eigenvectors in a real vector

space. Hence case (b) does not arise either, and this contradiction completes

the proof of (5.8).   D

Proof of '(5.5). We now begin the proof of (5.5) and for convenience we consider

first a special case.

(5.9) Lemma, let {TV, (, )} be a simply simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group of dimension n > 3 with a left invariant metric. Let H be a

connected, totally geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2 that contains

e. For each g e H let Mfg = dLg-\(TgH) ç TeN = yV. Assume that H admits
an open set O containing e such that either Mfgey for all g eO or MfgeZ

for all g eO. Then M* - TeH is aflat, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, and

H is an open subset of the flat totally geodesic subgroup H = exp(^).

Proof. If Mf ç Z, then Mf is clearly a_flat, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV
by (3.7), and 7/ is an open subset of 7/ = exp(Mf) by (3.11). It remains to

consider the case that M"gey for all g e O.

Let {£\, ... ,Çk} be linearly independent C°° vector fields on 0 that are

tangent to 77. By hypothesis X*(g) = dLg-i(C¡(g)) lies in y for every g

in 0 and I < i < k = dim//. Let p = dimy and let {Xx, ... , Xp} be a
basis for y such that X¡ = X*(e) = &(<?) for I < i < k. Write X*(g) =

¿2Pr=i air(g)Xr, where {air} are C°° functions on 0 ç 77 such that a¡j(e) =

Sij if 1 < i, j < k and a¡j(e) = 0 otherwise. Letting Xr also denote a left

invariant vector field on TV for 1 < r < p we obtain

(*) Çi(g) = J2a»(8)Mg)    for all se O,
r=l

where a¡j(e) = S¡j if 1 < /, j < k and a¡j(e) = 0 otherwise.

We compute

K,-, £,] = Wu(g) + J2 air(g)a]s(g)[Xr,Xs](g),
r,s=l

where

Wij(g) = J2[ii(ajs)](g)Xs(g)- ¿ aJS(g)[Xs(air)](g)Xr(g)
s=l r,s=l

lies in y for every g in 0. For 1 < /, j < k the vector field [¿;,, £y] is

tangent to 7/ since £,, Çj are tangent to 7/. In particular X = TeH contains

K/, ïj](e) = Wu(e) + ¿ air(e)ajs(e)[Xr, Xs](e)

r,s=l

= [Xi,Xj] + WiJ(e)

by (*) above. Since Mf ç y by hypothesis and W^(e) G ^" we conclude

that [Xi, Xj]ey nZ = {0} . Hence Mf is an abelian subalgebra of y since
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{Xx, ... , Xk} is a basis for Mf. Finally, Mf is totally geodesic by (3.7), and

7/ is an open subset of 7/ = exp(Mf) by (3.11). This completes the proof of

(5.9).    D

In the statement of (5.5) it suffices to consider the case that g = e and 7/

is well positioned at every point of an open connected subset 0 that contains

e. We shall show that Mf = TeH is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV, and

7/ is an open subset of the totally geodesic subgroup 7/ = exp(Mf).

We break the remainder of the proof of (5.5) into several steps.

Step 1. The functions g -* dim(Mgny) and g -* dim(MgnZ) are constant
in 0.

Proof. By the remarks in (5.4) we have

(1) Mg = (Mgny)®(MgnZ) for all geO.
Let k = dim 7/ and n = dim TV. The continuity of the Gauss map 0: 7/ —»
G(k, n) and a standard argument by contradiction show

(2) For every g e 0 there exists an open neighborhood U e O of g such

that

dim{Mfg. n y) < dim(Mg n T)    for all g* e U,

dim(Mg. nZ)< dim(Mg n Z)    for all g* e U.

From (1) we see that k = dim(M"g. ny) + dim(Mg. nZ) for all g* e U,
and therefore the inequalities in (2) are equalities. It follows that the functions

g* -+ dim(Mg. n y) and g* -* dim(Mg. n Z) are constant in U. The proof

of Step 1 is complete since U is a neighborhood of an arbitrary point g of 0

and 0 is connected.

In the remainder of the proof we assume

Mg = (Mgny)®(MgnZ)     for every g e O,

(*) dim(MfgnZ) = q>l     for every g eO,

dim(Mfgny)=p>l     for every g eO.

This assumption is justified by Step 1, (5.9) and (5.4).
Step 2. Let X, Y be nonzero elements of Mf n y and let Z be a nonzero

element of ¿Pn.3r . Let y(r) be the geodesic of TV with y(0) = e and y'(0) =

X. For small t let Mft = dLy^-\(T?^)H). Then
(a) [X, Y] + O(t) eMftnZ for all small /,
(b) j(Z)X + 0(t)eM¡ny for all small t,

where O(t) denotes a vector in yV such that \0(t)\ < M\t\ for small / and
some positive constant M.

Proof. As in the proof of (4.1 ) we note that y(-e, e) ç 7/ if e > 0 is sufficiently

small since y'(0) e Mf = TeH and 7/ is totally geodesic. In particular the

definition of Mft makes sense for \t\ < e. Making e smaller if necessary it

follows from (*) above that there exists a nontrivial decomposition Mft = (Mftn

y) ®(M¡nZ) for |/| < £ . Applying the lemma in the proof of (4.1) to the
vector ¿j* = X we see that for |r| < e, Mf, contains

(a) Z - t(VxZ) + 0(t2) = Z + \tj(Z)X + 0(t2),

(b) y - t(VxY) + 0(t2) = Y-k[X,Y] + 0(t2).
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By (*) above ^ny contains \tj(Z)X + 0(t2), the ^-component of (a), and

MfnZ contains -\t[X, Y] + 0(t2), the Z-component of (b). This completes

the proof of Step 2.
We now complete the proof of (5.5). Let X, Y be nonzero elements of

Mf ny, and let Z be a nonzero element of Mf n Z. Let Mf, be defined as in

Step 2. It follows that Mft = G(yt) -» G(e) = Mf as t -> 0 by the continuity
of the Gauss map. From Step 2 we conclude (a) [X, Y] e Mf n Z and (b)

j(Z)X e M" n y. From (a) and the fact that J = (Jnf)e(/nJ) it
follows that [M" ,Mf\ = [M"ny, Mfny \e MfnZ. Hence Mf is a subalgebra,
and it follows from (b) and (3.7) that Mf is totally geodesic. Finally by (3.11)

7/ is an open subset of 7/ = exp(^).   D

Totally geodesic submanifolds that are well positioned at one point. Let 7/ be

a totally geodesic submanifold of TV. We have seen in (5.5) that if H is well

positioned at every point of an open subset of 7/, then 7/ is an open subset of

Lg(H), where g is a point of 7/ and 7/ is a totally geodesic subgroup of TV.

In some cases one may draw the same conclusion if 7/ is assumed to be well

positioned at only one point of 7/, which we may assume to be the identity

without loss of generality. We consider this problem in the remainder of the

section.

The following consequence of (5.8) will be useful.

(5.10) Lemma. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-

tent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Let H be a connected, totally

geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension > 2 that contains the identity, and
let Mf = TeH. Let Mf* be a nonabelian, 3-dimensional, totally geodesic subal-

gebra of yT such that dim(Mf n/')>2. Then Mf* =Mf.

Proof. By (3.5) {Mf*, (, )} is a nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent metric Lie algebra.

Let H* denote the 3-dimensional, totally geodesic subgroup exp(^*). If M'
does not contain Mf*, then dim^n^F*) = 2 , and by (3.9) HnH* contains a

2-dimensional, totally geodesic submanifold H£ such that Te(He) = Mf nßif*.

This contradicts (5.8) applied to //* and its hypersurface HE.   D

(5.11) Proposition. Let {TV, (,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Let H be a connected, totally

geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension > 2 that contains the identity e. Let

M1 = TeH. If dim(MfnZ) = 1, then Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV
and H is an open subset of the totally geodesic subgroup H = exp(Mf).

Proof. Let Z be a unit vector in Mf nZ that spans MfnZ. By (2.2) we can

write / = (Jn7)e(/nJ), where Mf n y is invariant under j(Z)2 .
Note that j(Z)2 is a negative definite symmetric linear map on y by (1.4)

since yV is nonsingular and j(Z) is skew symmetric.

We show first that j(Z) leaves Mf ny invariant. By the remarks above

Mf ny has a basis {Xx, ... , Xk} that consists of eigenvectors of j(Z)2. It

suffices to show that j(Z)I,-e/nf for I < i < k. Let an integer i with
1 < / < k be given. By (1.11) and (2.1) /nl contains 4R(Z, Xi)X¡ =
[X¡, j(Z)X¡], and hence [X¡, j(Z)X¡] = c¡Z for some c, G M since Z spans
MfnZ. If Mfi = %pan{Xi, Z , j(Z)Xf}, then span{X,, Z} e Mf n ¿F, and by
(3.8) M¡ isa nonabelian, 3-dimensional, totally geodesic subalgebra of yV. By
(5.10) ;Fç Mf, and hence j(Z)X, eM*ny for 1 < / < k .
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By the previous paragraph and (d) of (2.2) it follows that Mf is a totally

geodesic subalgebra. By (3.11) 7/ is an open subset of 7/ = exp(Mf).   D

(5.12) Proposition. Let{N, (,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step

nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric, and let H be a 3-dimensional

totally geodesic submanifold that contains e. If Mf n Z ± {0}, where Mf =

TeH, then Mf is a totally geodesic subalgebra and H is an open subset of the

totally geodesic subgroup H = exp(^).

Proof. If dim(M" n Z) = 1, then the result follows from (5.11), and if
dim(MfnZ) = 3, then M* e Z and the result follows from (3.7) and (3.11). It
remains only to eliminate the case that dim(Mf n Z) = 2. If this occurs, then
dim(Mfny) = 1 since J = (Jn^)©(JnJ) by (2.2). The proof of (5.12)
will now be completed by

(5.13) Lemma. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-
tent Lie group with a left invariant metric, and let H be a connected, totally

geodesic submanifold of dimension k>2 that contains the identity. IfMfny±
{0}, then dim(Mf ny)>2.

Proof. We assume that dim(^ n y) = 1 and obtain a contradiction. By (2.2)
Mf ̂  (Mfny )® (MfnZ), and hence dim(Mf nZ) > 1 since dimX > 2. Let

X be a nonzero vector of Mf n y, and consider the curvature transformation

Rx:yV -*yV given by Ç ̂  R({, X)X. By (1.12) and (2.1) Rx leaves MfnZ
invariant, and hence Rx has a nonzero eigenvector Z in Mf n Z since Rx is

symmetric. By (1.11) we obtain
(1) [X, j(Z)X] = 4RX(Z) = XZ for some X e R.

By (2.2) Mf n y is invariant under j(Z)2 and since X spans Mf n y we
obtain

(2) j(Z)2X = pX for some peR.
By (1), (2) and (3.8) it follows that Mf* = span{X, Z , j(Z)X} is a nonabelian,
3-dimensional, totally geodesic subalgebra of Jf, and Mf* n JF = span{Jf, Z}

since Mfny is l-dimensional. It follows from (5.10) that Mf* ç Mf, but this
is impossible since Mf* ny is 2-dimensional.   D

(5.14) Proposition. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, 2-step nilpotent Lie

group with a left invariant metric that is of Heisenberg type. Let H be a con-

nected, totally geodesic submanifold of TV of dimension k > 2 that contains

the identity. If M" ny ¿ {0} or M"nZ ¿ {0}, then Mf = TeH is a totally
geodesic subalgebra, and H is an open subset of the totally geodesic subgroup
77 = exp(Mf).

Proof. By (2.2) we have

(*) Mf = (Mfny)® (MfnZ).

We first show that Mf is a subalgebra. Let elements X, Y e Mf ny be

given arbitrarily. To show that Mf is a subalgebra it suffices by (*) to show

that Z = [X, Y] e Mf, and we may assume that Z is nonzero. Since 7/ is

totally geodesic we know from (1.11) and (2.1) that Mf contains R(X, Y)X =

\j(Z)X. Moreover, the definition of Heisenberg type and Lemma B of (1.12)

imply that (a) j(Z)2X is collinear with X and (b) [X, j(Z)X] is collinear
with Z. If Mf* = span{*, Z,j(Z)X}, then (a), (b) and (3.8) imply that
Mf* is a nonabelian, 3-dimensional totally geodesic subalgebra of yV. Clearly
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span{^r, j(Z)X} e Mf n Mf*, and hence by (5.10) X* ç X, which implies
that Z = [X,Y] lies in Mf.

We have shown that Mf is a subalgebra of yT and we now show that Mf

is totally geodesic. The final assertion of (5.14) then follows from (3.11). If

Mf ey, then [/,/]c/nJ = {0} and Mf is abelian. By (3.7) it follows
that Mf is totally geodesic. If Mf ç Z, then Mf is also totally geodesic by
(3.7). By (*) it remains to consider the case that both Mfny and MfnZ are

nonzero. Let X, Z be nonzero vectors in Mf ny, Mf nZ respectively. By

(3.7) it suffices to prove that j(Z)X e Mf n y. If ¿F* = span{*, Z , ;(Z)X } ,
then as we explained earlier in the proof Mf* is a nonabelian, 3-dimensional,

totally geodesic subalgebra of yV. Since span{A', Z} ç Mf n<f* it follows

from (5.10) that ¿F* ç Mf, and in particular j(Z)X e Mf n V .   O

6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF GROUPS OF HEISENBERG TYPE

Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpotent Lie group

with a left invariant metric. If TV is of Heisenberg type, then every geodesic

y of TV is contained in a 3-dimensional, totally geodesic submanifold 7/. To

see this it suffices to consider the case that y(0) = e and y'(0) = X + Z,

where X e y and Z G Z. By (3.8) and (b) of Lemma B of (1.12) it follows
that Mf = span{X, Z , j(Z)X} is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV . Hence

7/ = exp(Mf) is a 3-dimensional, totally geodesic subgroup that contains y since

y'(0) eTeH = Mf.
In this section we prove a converse to the observation above.

(6.1) Theorem. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-

tent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Assume that for every geodesic y of

TV with y(0) = e there exists a connected, 3-dimensional, totally geodesic sub-

manifold H such that y'(0) e Mf = TeH and M"nZ ¿ {0}. Then TV is of
Heisenberg type.

The hypothesis that Mf n Z be nonzero in the statement above may be

unnecessary, but we are able to avoid it only if TV has l-dimensional center.

(6.2) Theorem. Let {TV, (, )} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-

tent Lie group with a left invariant metric and a 1 -dimensional center. Assume

that for every geodesic y of TV with y(0) = e there exists a connected, 3-

dimensional, totally geodesic submanifold H such that y'(0) e Mf — TeH.

Then for some positive number X and some integer n > 1, the group {TV, X(, )}

is isometric to a standard (2n + 1 ydimensional metric Heisenberg group.

Before proving (6.1) or (6.2) we need the following preliminary result.

(6.3) Lemma. Let {N, (,)} be a simply-connected, nonsingular, 2-step nilpo-

tent Lie group with a left invariant metric. Assume that for every geodesic y of

TV with y(0) = e there exists a 3-dimensional, totally geodesic subalgebra Mf

such that y (0) e Mf. Then TV is of Heisenberg type.

We break the proof into several steps.

Step 1. Let X , Z be arbitrary nonzero elements of y, Z. Then

(a) span{X, Z, j(Z)X} is a totally geodesic subalgebra of yV,

(b) [X, j(Z)X] = cZ for some c G R,
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(c) j(Z)2 = -X(Z)ld for some positive number X(Z).

Proof. Let y be the geodesic of TV such that y(0) = e and y'(0) = X + Z.
By hypothesis there exists a 3-dimensional, totally geodesic subalgebra Mf such

that Mf contains X + Z .It follows from (3.5) that Mf = (Mf ny)®(Mf nZ),
and hence both X and Z lie in Mf. By (3.6) Mf is nonabelian and by (3.5)
M" ny contains j(Z)X. Therefore Mf = span{X, Z, j(Z)X} since Mf is

3-dimensional and X, j(Z)X are nonzero orthogonal vectors in Mfny. This

proves (a). Assertion (b) follows since Mf is a subalgebra of yV, and Mf nZ

is a l-dimensional subspace of yV spanned by Z .

We prove (c). Observe that j(Z)2 is negative definite and symmetric since

j(Z) is nonsingular and skew symmetric. It suffices to prove that X is an

eigenvector of j (Z)2 since X ey is arbitrary. The 2-dimensional vector space

Mfny contains X, j(Z)X and j(Z)2X since Jn7 is invariant under

j(Z). Hence X and j(Z)2X are collinear since both vectors are orthogonal

to j(Z)X.
Step 2. If Z , Z* are arbitrary elements of Z, then j(Z)j(Z*)+j(Z*)j(Z)

= -g(Z, Z*) Id, where g is some positive definite bilinear form on Z.

Proof. By (c) of Step 1, j(Z)2, j(Z*)2 and j(Z + Z*)2 = {j(Z) + j(Z*)}2
are multiples of the identity. By expanding and simplifying {j(Z)+j(Z*)}2 it

follows that j(Z)j(Z*)+j(Z*)j(Z) = -g(Z , Z*)Id for some function g: Zx
Z —» R. The function g is clearly symmetric and is bilinear by the linearity

of the map Z — j(Z), Z e Z. Setting Z = Z* we find that -2j(Z)2 =
g(Z , Z) Id, which proves that g(Z , Z) > 0 if Z ^ 0 since j(Z)2 is negative
definite.

We now complete the proof of (6.3). Let g be the positive definite bilinear

form on Z from Step 2, and let S: Z —► Z be the positive definite symmetric

linear map such that g(Z, Z*) = (S(Z),Z*) for all Z, Z* e Z. Here
(, ) denotes the restriction to Z of the given inner product on yV. Since

j(Z)2 = -\g(Z,Z)ld = -\(S(Z), Z)Id for all Z e Z it suffices to show
that S is a positive multiple of the identity.

Let {Zx, ... , Zm} be an orthonormal basis of Z consisting of eigenvectors

of S, and let Xx, ... ,Xm be positive numbers such that S(Z¡) = X¡Z¡ for every

/. If X, Z are any nonzero elements of y, Z, then by step 2 we have

m       ■' .    m

[X, j(Z)X] = Y,([XJ(Z)X], Z,)Zi = ^2(j(Zi)X, j(Z)X)Zi
(=1 i=l

1 m

= - 2 £{<*> J'(Z;-)./(Z)X) + (X, j(Z)j(Zi)X)}Zi
!=1

.    m /I \   m

= 2 £¿KZ" Z)\X\2Zi =: (^-|X|2J $>(Z,), Z)Z

= (^\X\2^YJXl(Z,,Z)Zi.

On the other hand by (b) of Step 1 there exists a constant c such that

[X, j(Z)X] = cZ = YHLX c{Zj, Z)Zj. If we choose Z e Z so that (Z,, Z)
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is nonzero for every i, then by equating the Z, components in the two ex-

pressions above for [X, j(Z)X] we conclude that X¡ = (2c/|X|2) for every i.

Hence S is a multiple of the identity, and the proof of (6.3) is complete.   D

We now prove (6.1) and (6.2). Theorem (6.1) follows immediately from

(6.3) and (5.12). We prove (6.2). Recall that TV is nonsingular by the proof
of (5.7). Let y and 7/ be as in the statement of (6.2). By (5.7) Mf = TeH is
a totally geodesic subalgebra since dimJir = 1, and hence TV is of Heisenberg

type by (6.3). The discussion in (1.7) now shows that {TV, X(, )} is isometric

to a standard metric (2m + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group for some positive

number X and some integer n > 1 .   D
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